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Puppy wallpaper hd iphone xr
Picture: AppleThe iPhone XS and XR come with many fun new Live Photo wallpapers as well as some wallpapers that match the colors of the new iPhone XR: white, black, coral, red, blue and yellow. The Gold Master with iOS 12 - which should be the final version to be made public on Monday,... Read
more9to5Mac has rounded all new wallpapers to your Dropbox folder (and one on WeTransfer). Once downloaded, you can freely use them on any device you choose, including your older iPhone or even your Android device. Picture: Apple Our best way to do this is to access images directly on your
phone. When you find the one you like, save it to your device, then go to your phone's photo gallery and set the picture on the background image. If you're rocking a device that's slightly different from the new iPhones, your milage may vary depending on how they look. However, if you find one you like,
it's worth a try. If you want to upgrade your iPhone, XR offers the latest features like Face ID and portrait camera for a lower price than the XS or XS Max.The XR offers noticeable speed and battery life difference compared to older iPhone models, whether you're still using the 5S or later 8. If you want the
best screen quality, water resistance and computer science, you can show off on the XS. Our testers said there was barely a learning curve when it comes to new updates such as a larger screen and the missing Home button. In October, Apple added three new models to the iPhone X family: XS, XS
Max and XR. We've already told you why you might not need a big X ticket, but if you want to upgrade, keep your iPhone XR on your shortlist. You'll save $250 compared to other X models and still get many of the same great features, explains Good Housekeeping Institute product testing analyst Selina
Tedesco. Selina and other experts at Good Housekeeping Media &amp; Tech Lab evaluated the new phone and also gave it to real consumers (and iPhone users) to try. Here are some of the biggest differences you'll find if you upgrade to XR: It has Face ID, and a new way to navigate. If you currently
have an older model, the first thing you'll notice is that there's no Home button. Instead, you'll unlock your phone with your face (just pick up and look at the camera) or code. Once you get up, you'll go through apps and menus in a much smoother way: swipe up to close apps, half to see everything that's
open, and down for notifications. Without the Home button, there were a few things that testers had to re-learn how to take a screenshot (press the Lock and Increase Volume button), but they quickly got used to it. Tip Lab: We've found that Face ID may be more prone to errors than previous fingerprint
authentication. One tester said she often had trouble opening in the dark, but just enter the passcode. It has a snazzy 6.1-inch display. The phone itself is just shy of 6 x 3 (half an inch taller than the iPhone 8 and a quarter of an inch smaller than the 8 Plus). It may take a little getting used to if you come
from a model other than the Plus, but after a few days our testers actually preferred it over size. They said they still felt comfortable sticking and texting with one hand and that they didn't feel as if they were stretching too far across the screen to reach the app or menu items – and we had different age
groups and genders to try it out. One of them said: As someone who reads books on your phone, the size is much better suited for this. Apple GH Lab Tip: Due to its curvature design, XR phone enclosures are not always interchangeable with the X or XS case. Make sure you're buying a case specifically
labeled for the XR, such as the one Apple.It can boast a longer battery life. Every time you upgrade to a newer model, you'll probably see an increase in battery life. Apple says you can expect the XR to last 25 hours of talk time - 11 hours longer than 8. In benchmarking, lab (which operates the phone in

intense conditions) did well, beating the iPhone 8 by more than 3 hours and even the iPhone XS Plus by a small amount. Testers were pleasantly surprised at how long they could go between charges. GH Lab Tip: You'll see the biggest difference in battery if you're from an iPhone 7 or older. Yes, it is
much faster than older models. For anyone who still uses the iPhone 7 or older, you will notice a serious increase in speed. Apple has introduced a new, faster chip starting with 8 models, and the XR offers the latest and best version of this (A12). You'll notice a difference in how fast apps load and how
well people with multiple processing needs (such as games or video editing) work. In our benchmarks, the XR had better computing capabilities than the 8 and much better capabilities than the average 7.GH Lab tip: With this chip, the XR also improved augmented reality (AR) capabilities. From apps to
interactive magazines, you'll start seeing more ways to bring digital things to life, like projecting a lamp on a coffee table. The screen extends from edge to edge. The design means you have more screen space than the 7 or 8 Plus (6.1 inches instead of just 5.5 inches). Display quality is slightly better than
8 or less, thanks to Liquid Retina technology, but here's where X and XS come out: XR screen quality is slightly less impressive than the X and XS models. If you're not a video professional, it's a small (and barely noticeable) difference. Since our testers came from much older models, they all commented
on a very clear screen. Gh Lab tip: menu items (like battery percentage) at the top due to the dissected structure around the front camera. You need to swipe down from the right to see how much power is left and whether you have an alarm set. It is very durable. XR has ip degree IP67 - a result that
shows how well it protects against liquids and things like dust and sand. (The best score is six for keeping solids and nine for moisture.) This means your phone can handle splashes or wet hand with shower, but leave it on dry land the next time you swim. This is a big update from 6 and below that didn't
have any IP rating. Gh Lab tip: You can still navigate the apps if the screen (or hand) is wet, so reacting to text in the rain is not biggie. There are more colors, and it is cheerful. For the first time since iPhone 5c, you can choose from shades other than standard Apple silver, gray, gold, or rose gold. XR
(made of aluminum, not plastic like 5c) is in glossy white, black, blue, yellow, coral and red. GH Lab tip: Download (PRODUCT) RED model and some of the proceeds will go to the Global Fund to Fight AIDS in Africa.Welcome, finally, Portrait Mode... One tester called it the Holy Grail of camera settings. It
used to be only available on models with two lenses, such as the 8 Plus or X, but the XR brings it to a single-lens phone. The feature identifies people's faces and blurres the background, making your photo look like something out of a professional studio. Even if you're not using portrait mode, the XR
camera is the same as the more expensive XS and noticeably improved with the 6, 7, 8 and even X models. We tried a portrait in front of a brightly lit window, and the camera on the XR created fewer silhouettes than on the iPhone 8 Plus or lab tip X.GH: Some advanced settings are only available when
you're using portrait mode with a front camera, such as Light Stage, which transforms the background to make it look like you're on stage. Good cleaning ... and wireless charging. If you don't already have an iPhone 8, it's going to be a big deal. You can still use a normal charging cable, but if you want to
go wirelessly, you need a special pad. Once you have it, just put your phone on it and the juice up. This is ideal for traveling, as there are more wireless charging stations at airports. GH Lab Tip: Avoid thicker phone cases and accessories that are connected to the back of the device (such as PopSocket
or card holder) as they may interfere with charging. Look for cases that are compatible with wireless charging. Some perspectives if you are #TeamAndroid: Despite XR features are great and is at a more affordable price than others, it may not be a phone worth switching switch Tedesco explains. One of
our testers said the same thing: Of course the XR is an improvement on my old iPhone 4 or 5, but it's not enough for me to go back to the iPhone. I still prefer the Pixel camera (I love this camera!) and the fact that it seamlessly integrates with other Google products. Give back and save money. If you
decide to opt for the iPhone XR, check out Apple's GiveBack program for the benefit of the planet and your wallet. Bring your old iPhone or other Apple device to get a trade credit or free recycling. If you have an iPhone 7 you can get an XR for $499. Here are some of the other deals we've found: TMobile: Save up to $390 using bill credits (over 36 months) when you trade a qualifying phone and buy an iPhone XS, XS Max or XR. Verizon: Get $100 from iPhone XR, XS Max, XS or X with monthly device payments when trading selected phones. If you trade your chosen phone and open a new line,
you will get $300 off. Target: Get a $100 gift card with an upgrade or a new service line. Sprint: Rent an iPhone XR, iPhone Xs Max or iPhone Xs and get an iPhone XR on us (or save over $550 on iPhone Xs Max or Xs). Xfinity: Buy an iPhone XR and get a prepaid card worth $200 when you activate a
new line and send your number — no replacement. This content is created and handled by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. For more information about this and similar content, see piano.io piano.io
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